
4C  (Life science)    What if you could…?  

 

SCENE 1 

 

What if: Doraemon, I want to go to the future. 

Doraemon: Why? 

What if: Next week is our exam. I want to know my exam results! 

Doraemon: Um…. Do you know anything about what will happen when you travel to 

the future? 

 (Everything stops) 

 

SCENE 2 A few minutes later  

Chan Kit:  Are there any ways for us to travel into the future? (Thinking…) 

HENRY: (jump out with Edward) Hi! I’m Henry the Later. 

EDWARD: Hello! I’m Edward Future. We come from future. 

HENRY: We haven’t got any ways to travel into the future yet. 

EDWARD: But traveling into the future has been the subject of many science fiction (科

幻) books and movies for years. 

Chan Kit: Really? Tell me more about that. 

QUEENIE: I am Queenie Soon. 

Sure. Imagine that you could just step into a magic machine. Ann the Next, 

do you know how to use it? 

ANN: Set a few dials showing the year you want to go to, and the machine would 

take you there. 

HENRY: You’d be able to see your future life. 

EDWARD: Of course, you need to make sure you have got a round-trip ticket (來回票) ! 

Chan Kit: OK. That means there is a way to travel into the future! 

A: Hey! By using freezers (冰格) much colder than your home’s fridge (冰箱), 

scientists have been able to put certain animals into a deep freeze!  (open 

the refrigerator and see the animals) 

QUEENIE: Yup, you are right but remember this doesn’t work! (point to the fridge) 

It SEEMS that time stands still (停止) for the frozen creature until it is 

defrosted (解凍) and revived. 

HENRY: The scientists said that the creatures aren’t dead when they are frozen and 

their bodies don’t age. (老化) 

ANN: Of course, in THEORY. In fact, time really doesn’t stand still in this case. 

A: But now, we have not discovered how to make frozen bodies come back to 

life, have we? 

HENRY, 

EDWARD, 

QUEENIE, 

No, we haven’t. 



ANN: 

Chan Kit: Oh…What a pity!  

Let me tell you a secret. I have travelled into the future in the dream! 

But…….. 

 (A holds the cloud and walks across the stage to take the refrigerator 

backstage.) 

 

SCENE 3 

 

Mr Chan: Zero mark again?!!! 

Chan Kit: Sorry…Sorry Mr Chan…. 

LYY: What?! You failed again?! How come? 

HENRY: If you want to, you should study hard and become a scientist. (give the book 

to Chan Kit) 

QUEENIE: And invent a time machine for us to have a wonderful journey! 

EDWARD: We must go… 

 


